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Abstract 

The title of the research is (recognizing dead syllables among EFL learners). 

The research focuses on identifying and analyzing the syllable difficulties that 

students have when expressing themselves. Many students in the English Department, 

particularly those in the fourth grade, struggle to convey words with dead syllables, so 

this research focuses on recognizing these syllables. This study is a brief investigation 

into dead syllables among English Department fourth-year students because the 

Kurdish and English languages are so different in terms of writing and speaking, 

students frequently make mistakes in pronunciation. This study consists of four 

sections. Section one works on illustrating the statement of the problem and 

objectives of the research, it also shows the data, procedure and the scope of the 

study. Section two is the literature review; it concentrates on those authors that 

indicated something in their articles or books about pronunciation and silent syllables. 

Section three is the analysis process; it analyzes the data of a hundred students, all of 

them were from third and fourth year in English department, also shows the findings, 

and the research ends with a conclusion which summarizes the most central findings 

of the study  . 

Keywords: syllable, silent syllables, pronunciation, dead syllables . 
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One Section 

Introduction 

 English pronunciation is an important aspect of language teaching and 

learning, because it impacts learners’ communication skill and performance. 

According to Otlowski (1998)  pronunciation is the way of uttering in an accepted 

manner. Moreover, (Richard and Schmidt,2002) defined pronunciation as the method 

of producing certain sounds. It means that EFL learners should be aware about 

identifying and recognizing syllables and. Syllable is a unit of pronunciation that 

consists of a single vowel sound, with or without surrounding consonants, that forms 

the total or a part of a word. According to (Joan B. Hooper, 1972) referred that the 

syllable is an important phonological unit that must be formally defined within 

generative phonology. Furthermore, each syllable has one vowel sound and 

sometimes consists of a weak vowel which is called dead syllables, when expressing a 

word quickly in English pronunciation, it is possible to lose a syllable. Silent syllables 

are common in words with three or more syllables and occur when a weak vowel 

sound is followed by one of the /l/, /r/, or /n/ sounds in English pronunciation. This 

study is a brief investigation into dead syllables among English Department fourth-

year students. 

1.1 The Statement of Problem: 

The lack of the stable rule is the main problem in identifying silent syllables that 

students and learners face. 

 

1.2 The Aim of The Study: 

This study is an attempt to identify and analyze syllable difficulties that students 

have when expressing themselves. 

 

1.3 The Scope of The Study: 

This study focuses on English phonology and has taken the data from a a hundred  

students at third and fourth year in English department from Salahaddin 

university. 
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1.4 The Significant of The Research 

The important and significance of this research is that to solve the problems and 

pronounce the words clearly and not be misunderstanding , also the researchers 

want to show how to identify the dead syllables. 

 

1.5 Research Questions: 

This study attempts to find following questions: 

• Are the students aware about dead syllables? 

• What are the difficulties that students face when they identify dead syllables? 
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Section Two 

Literature Review 

2.1 Pronunciation 

The way in which a word or language is spoken is referred to as 

pronunciation. According to (Richard and Schmidt, 2002) defined pronunciation as 

the method of producing certain sounds. Furthermore (Diah Dwi Lestari, 2020) cited 

pronunciation as one of the key factors in communication. The different 

pronunciations or sounds will result in different meanings.  

One of the most fundamental parts of language learning is pronunciation. The 

listener's ability to comprehend the message will be influenced by incorrect 

pronunciation. (Burhanudin Rais, 2020). 

2.2 Teaching English Pronunciation 

Pronunciation is one of the most obvious challenges that English language 

learners face during their language learning journey. According to Gilakjani (2012), 

Learners with good English pronunciation are more likely to be understood even if 

they make mistakes in other areas, whereas learners with bad pronunciation will not 

be understood even if their grammar is perfect. Vocalis (2005) notes that: 

pronunciation in English can be a difficult aspect of language learning. 

Learners face some difficulties in learning English pronunciation for several 

reasons. Firstly, the English sound system contains several foreign sounds  to learners. 

Secondly, the way English speakers utter the ending sounds differs significantly from 

the way learners do, making it more difficult for them to achieve proper English 

pronunciation. As a result, learners have been found to make phonetic errors, resulting 

in incomprehensible English speech, which, to a large extent, undermines the learner's 

confidence in both speaking and listening. Zhang and Yin (2009). 

2.3 Syllables  

Syllables are the basic unit of English rhythm. The Oxford Living Dictionary 

describes a syllable as a unit of pronunciation that has one vowel sound with or 
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without surrounding consonants and forms the whole or part of a word; for example, 

water has two syllables and inferno has three. Roach (1998:67) claims that the 

syllable is an essential unit in both Phonetics and Phonology. Skandera and Burleigh 

(2005:65) argue that a syllable is most likely the smallest rhythmic unit of spoken 

language, or a unit that is typically larger than a single sound but smaller than a word. 

As a result, they believe that the syllable can be defined in various ways. 

2.4 Types of Syllable 

Every word is made from syllables. The English language has seven syllable 

types ( English Easy, 2020, 9:31). 

Closed, open, vowel team, diphthong, vowel-consonant- e, consonant- le. 

• Closed syllable: this type of syllable is called closed because the vowel in a 

word is closed in by at least one consonant, so essentially the word ends with a 

consonant. The vowel in a closed syllable is usually a short vowel for 

example; cat. 

• Open syllable: this type of syllable is called open because there are no 

consonant after the vowel for example; she. 

• Vowel team syllable: this type of syllable contains two vowels that make one 

sound for example; boat. This rule applies to vowels like (ea, ai, oa, ee, ay and 

oe). 

• Diphthong syllable: this type contains two vowels that make a combined 

vowel sound for example; soil. This rule applies to vowels like (oi, oo, oy, ou, 

ow, au, ew and aw) 

• Vowel- consonant-e: in this type of syllable there’s a vowel followed by a 

consonant. The letter e is usually called magic e because this letter is silent for 

example; wine. 

• Consonant- le syllable: in this type there’s a consonant followed by -le- and 

this letter make 'ul’ sound for example; simple.  
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Section Three 

Methodology 

This section deals with the analyzing the data taken from hundred students of  

third and fourth year student. 

3.1 Data Collection  

This study examines a number of words like: (interesting, restaurant, 

comfortable, chocolate and family). It’s conducted by recording student's voices to 

pronounce these five words. In this study a hundred students have participated, and all 

the participants were at Salahaddin university  from English department, %30 are 

male and %70 are female. The study has used Harvard system of writing. 

3.2 Data Analysis and Findings 

 The first word is interesting [ˈɪntrəstɪŋ] consists of four syllables but the 

second one is silent, so it’s three syllables while speaking quickly, that’s why %58 

students could pronounce correctly, and %42 couldn’t pronounce correctly.  

The second word is restaurant [ˈrestrɒnt] comprises three syllables but the 

second one is silent when pronouncing rapidly, for that reason %60 of the students 

pronounced correctly, and %40 of them pronounced incorrectly.  

The third one is comfortable [ˈkʌmftəbl], it’s four syllables but only three of 

them are pronounced, so %45 learners uttered correctly but %55 uttered incorrectly.  

The fourth word is chocolate [ˈtʃɒklət], it’s three syllables and two of them are 

expressed, the number of those students could pronounce correctly are %42, on the 

other hand  %58 of them couldn’t pronounce it correctly.  

The last word  family [ˈfæməli] is divided into three syllables but two of them 

are pronounced, the average of the participants who pronounced accurately are %48, 

in contrast, %42 of them pronounced inaccurately. 

This results and percentages show that the incorrect pronouncing words  were 

more than from correct pronouncing words. So, through this data we realize that thise  

learners or students who couldn’t pronounce correctly are unconscious and neglecting 
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about silent syllables, also they do not listen to English regularly as the others, so 

that’s why they couldn’t recognize silent syllables. 
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Section Four 

4.1 Conclusion 

This research study is a phonological study and focuses on pronunciation in 

general and especially identifying silent syllables. In this research paper the problems 

and identifying of silent syllables has been referred and focused. Nowadays the 

learners and students of the second languages mainly focuses on learning vocabulary 

and grammar but they are neglecting pronunciation and its importance in speaking 

with native speakers and communication, so for that reason this paper was 

investigated to show the importance of pronunciation. In addition, in this investigation 

the problems of teaching English pronunciation have been referred and shown to the 

learners. The investigators of this research came and interviewed with the students of 

the English department to see that if the students are aware and pay attention to the 

role of pronunciation in learning English language and silent syllables or not. So it 

shows that the students who couldn’t pronounce correctly were not aware about 

importance of pronunciation and silent syllables. Finally this paper helps the learners 

and aware them to pay attention more on pronunciation and silent syllables when they 

attempt to learn English language. 

4.2 Research Limitation & Recommendation: 

It is important to take it into account that this study is limited to Salahaddin 

university. The sample size of this research is very small. The number of the 

participants in the study was 100 students. Therefore, this paper can be reproduced 

with a large number of Participants in different universities in Kurdistan to make the 

data more credible. 
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